
DISCOVER AROVE MODERNA XXL



PERFECT FOR THE TROPICAL AMBIANCE  
The Coral Estate project was first developed approximately twenty five 

years ago in one of the most remote and outstanding natural areas 

along the South Coast of Curaçao. We are proud to say that the 

resort’s real estate development strategy has been very green from 

the get-go, taking into consideration every aspect of the environment 

from its earliest construction phase. Coral Estate is an exclusive and 

grand resort, offering its residents and highly demanding visitors the 

safety, rest, space and ultimate privacy they demand, enabling them 

to lead a pleasurable and comfortable life.  

Together with Triangle Group Curaçao, a Curaçao based property 

development company, TEAM Coral Estate Sales is proud to present a 

magnificent new build villa type at Coral Estate, Curaçao. This superb 

project villa has been designed for the perfect tropical ambiance and 

will meet client’s expectations to the highest level.  

The Arove Moderna XXL villa is specifically designed for the spacious 

ocean view plot 823 and its impressive landscape. Together with the 

architect the building plot was scanned and measured to design the 

perfect villa.  
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TEAM Coral Estate Sales, as the leading real estate office at Coral 

Estate, provided the architects and development company insights into 

the wishes of demanding prospective buyers at Coral Estate. The 

result: a signature luxury villa which provides living space, comfort 

and modern high quality finishings. 

The Arove Moderna XXL type villa is designed by architect Wouter 

Vergouw. When he sat down at the drawing table with the 

construction team of Triangle Group Curaçao and TEAM Coral Estate 

Sales, one thing was certain; a villa had to be designed that 

expresses comfort and contemporary luxury. Taking into account the 

great space of the lot, the possibility of building a second house on 

the lot, the wind position and the view of the Caribbean Sea. The 

result is impressive; we proudly present you the Arove Moderna XXL. 
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SPACIOUS AND COMFORTABLE 
Villa Arove Moderna XXL has 4 comfortable bedrooms, all of which 

have beautiful ocean view. The almost 250 feet wide plot lends itself 

to building in width and to allow this ocean view for all bedrooms. 

They have their own en suite bathroom and - through beautiful 

tropical hardwood sliding doors - direct access to the veranda, the 

swimming pool and sun deck of a total of 1,614 square feet. The 

master bedroom also has a lounge area and spacious walk-in closet. 

The guest bedroom on the corner is special because of its own 

entrance on the street side of the villa; therefor this room can also 

be used as a studio, for your guests or for rental. 

CURAÇAO LIFESTYLE 
In the spacious living room, the cooking island is a big eye-catcher. 

This beautiful kitchen is fully equipped with modern appliances. The 

sink is located on the back wall. Here you cook with a view of the 

sea and in contact with family and friends who are in the living room, 

on the veranda or in the swimming pool. It is very pleasant and 

completely in line with the Curaçao lifestyle that the living room and 

veranda merge seamlessly into each other. The shutters in the 

windows next to the entrance allow the wind to cool down the house. 

For optimal comfort, there is also a separate guest toilet and a 

storage room for washer and dryer. 

PURE OUTDOOR LIVING 
The spacious veranda has a robust, hardwood roof over the entire 

width. In addition to a welcome shade, it also gives extra allure and a 

beautiful natural touch to the overall design. The architect has created 

a small height difference between the veranda and the sun deck, this 

gives the design extra dimension. The veranda offers space for a 

lounge area and for the spacious ‘friends table’ where you can enjoy 

a long and cozy dinner. On the sun deck, on both sides of the 

spacious swimming pool (290 sq.ft.), there are brick lounge sofas with 

lighting. It is particularly pleasant to stay here, especially in the 

evening.  

MIX & MATCH 
The villa Arove Moderna XXL is offered turn key. This means that the 

villa is built entirely according to the buyer's wishes. Together with the 

project manager of Triangle Group Curaçao, you determine the design 

of the bathrooms and kitchen, but also the tile plan, lighting plan, the 

height and position of sockets and switches, the colors of the walls, 

et cetera. In this way, the villa is designed entirely to your personal 

taste and you will receive it fully finished. Then all you have to do is 

insert the furniture - if desired, this can also be arranged - and the 

enjoyment can begin! 
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WHEEL CHAIR FRIENDLY 
The villa is completely on one level and is also very pleasant for 

people with a physical disability. It is possible to make frames in a 

special wheelchair width and the veranda and the sun deck can be 

made at the same height, if desired. All this in consultation with 

Triangle Group Curaçao, we can always make a proposal for desired 

adjustments. 

ROOM FOR EXPANSION 
Unique to the spacious lots on phase 8 in Coral Estate is that 2 

residential units may be built on these lots. Would you like to add a 

guest villa or bungalow for family and friends or for rental now or in 

future? Then that is very well possible. 

Would you like to add a carport, garage, palapa to the villa? That is 

possible too. Do you want to use a solar system or do you have 

other additions that you want? Triangle Group Curaçao is happy to be 

of service! 
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A SUCCESSFUL TURN KEY FORMULA: 

CHARLES HILDERS, THE DEVELOPER 
“Over the last 15 years Triangle Group has been developing turn key 

villas on Coral Estate. We always worked close together with TEAM 

Coral Estate Sales in these developments. They work on a daily basis 

with the end consumers and know from first hand what estethic 

characteristics are found  important by potential cliënts.  

First we developed the La Maya villas on phase 5 of Coral Estate. 

Their characteristic ‘lounge tower’ make them easy to recognize. These 

villas sold really fast and made us realize the market was ready for a  

successor. Together with Wouter Vergouw we designed the first Arove 

type villa for phase 4b. The design matched the demand in the 

market and the 4 villas were sold and constructed quickly as well. We 

introduced the Arove’21 as next model this year, which sold quickly. 

With the Arove Moderna XXL villa we take the development to the 

next level. We are very proud to make this next step into luxury 

contemporary development” 

“With the turn key construction we take care of the full process of 

constructing the villa to the best quality. The project manager guides 

the cliënts by making choices for finishings, such as the kitchen, 

bathrooms, choices in tiles, wall outlets and more. A smooth process 

which is relaxed and enjoyable for the owners with in the end the 

handing of the keys within the agreed time frame and budget.” 

WOUTER VERGOUW, THE ARCHITECT 
“With the Arove Moderna XXL villa I was asked to step outside my 

comfort zone. Normally I am not known for using the outstanding 

color white this much. For a contemporary design it is the color that 

fits best, however. During the process I started to appreciate the color 

and what it does to the design of the villa. I used strong lines and 

design characteristics and I think the villa will appeal to the luxury 

cliënts that appreciate Coral estate Resort. The villa is spacious, yet 

intimate in a way too. Comfort and high and finishing are important 

characteristics as well. Please enjoy the Arove Moderna XXL!.” 
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FOUR CAREFREE STEPS TO YOUR DREAM VILLA 
AT CORAL ESTATE  

1. SELECTION OF A BUILDING PLOT  

Living on Coral Estate is special. Coming home in an environment that 

combines comfortable luxury with beautiful Caribbean nature. Enjoy a 

luxurious life in a wonderful exotic environment. At Coral Estate you 

live in a unique, safe place with exceptional possibilities. Villa Arove 

Moderna XXL will be built especially for you on the beautiful spacious 

plot 823.  

2. VILLA AROVE MODERNA XXL  

TEAM Coral Estate Sales presents a specially designed type of villa. 

This design is optimized for a (cost) efficient construction process. The 

architect who made the design has taken into account the 

environment in relation to the best situation on the plot and 

environmental factors such as sun, shade, wind direction and view. 

And of course all the general wishes of discerning potential buyers. 

The design allows for some adjustments, adding your personal touch 

to the design. 

3. CONSTRUCTION  

After completing your personal design, the construction process of 

your turn-key villa begins. The construction costs are determined by 

the contractor and the entire process of supervision, management, 

government procedures (such as building permit) is provided by 

Triangle Group Curaçao. Your villa on Coral Estate will be delivered to 

you turn key. This includes, for example, placing your kitchen, 

bathrooms, air conditioning, floors, decks, house color, and so on. 

Everything fixed in the agreed total purchase price and within the 

agreed construction period 

4. PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AND RENTAL SERVICES  

TEAM Coral Estate Sales organizes for you contact with facility 

organizations that are active on Coral Estate and that can take care 

of maintenance of your villa, swimming pool and gardens, cleaning 

and even carefree property management. Even rental of your villa can 

be arranged, if desired. Villa Arove Moderna XXL is also ideal as a 

rental property. Due to the layout with 4 bedrooms with private 

bathrooms, the appearance and high-quality finish, this villa is very 

popular with discerning guests who want to spend their holiday on 

Coral Estate 
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Koraal Rooftop Bar & Restaurant Karakter Beach & Restaurant

Coral Divers Dive shop & school 8 The Experience spa wellness

Coral Estate Beach Resort with over 300 luxury properties

ENJOY LIVING AT CORAL ESTATE 
Living at Coral Estate Resort, whether short or long-term, means 

that you can enjoy tranquility in a gated safe community on 

the most beautiful part of the island. Although you can stay in 

your spacious ocean view villa or apartment all day long, there 

is also plenty to do at the Coral Estate Resort itself.  

Enjoy the beach and fine culinary experiences at Karakter, the 

wide ocean views from the characteristic infinity pool at Koraal 

plaza and bar. Dive into the under water world with the PADI 

certified Coral Divers and relax at 8 The Experience Spa 

Wellness.  

Bread & More is the bakery for breads, pastry and lunch. In the 

afternoon Pizza & More is the address for the pizzas on the 

island, if desired even delivered at your home. 

Coral Estate has nice hike and bike trails, kite surf opportunity 

and is within close driving distance from the most beautiful 

beaches of the island. 
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TEAM CORAL ESTATE SALES 
Coral Estate Centre 

Rif St. Marie, St. Willibrordus 

Curaçao

Realtor Stefan Louwerse  
T. +5999 521 37 65 (also WhatsApp) 

stefan@coralestatesales.com 
Bleekveld 21, Goes 

The Netherlands 








